Flexi-Guide FG 300 Ground Mount
Flexible Roadside Delineator Posts
A Modular Ground Mount Delineator System Which Reduces Maintenance Costs and Increases Visibility and Safety

**Flexi-Guide Roadside Delineator Posts Withstand High Speed Impacts and Deter Dangerous Auto**

In all kinds of weather, Flexi-Guide posts are highly visible, both day and night. They clearly delineate the edge of the roadway with bright reflective sheeting mounted on the posts at the driver’s eye level.

To reduce the risk of fatal accidents, Flexi-Guide posts can be placed at critical points along the roadway, winding curves, near intersections, on and off ramps and to identify safety hazards in general.

A unique polyurethane coupler connecting the upright tubular marker to the square steel tubular anchor, can take tremendous impacts and still keep the post upright and functional. It has been proven to withstand high speed impacts on the NTPEP US National Test Deck.

**Clover Leaf Design offers Built-in Rebound and Large Surface Area for Reflectivity**

The clover-leaf design of the FG 300 provides far better rebound than simple round tubes. Curving the sides of the tube changes the moment of inertia and builds up tremendous potential energy, resulting in a quick and sharp rebound when impacted.

Combine the geometry of the FG 300 with Polyurethane, the toughest flexible engineering polymer and the result is a delineator post that sets new standards of performance.

**Benefits of the FG 300 Ground Mount Delineator:**

- **Durable.** The upright post is the incredibly tough FG 300!
- **Practicle.** 2-part system uses a permanent anchor and replaceable upright post
- **Easy to install.** Can be driven by hand or with a machine using common tools
- **Convenient.** Anchor is a commonly used 2” square PSST sleeve
- **Simple.** Single pin allows for quick and easy replacement of damaged posts
- **Environmentally Friendly.** Made using post-consumer recycled materials

Free downloadable CAD drawings and specifications from our engineering website. Contact your sales representative or email hwysales@pexco.com

Pexco, is a leading manufacturer of recycled traffic control products
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